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data, wherein the stored image comprises markings indicat
ing a position of the buried assets. The mobile device further
displays the buried asset data from the server, and reads a
current image of the physical area of the mobile device. The
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STORAGE AND RECALL OF BURIED ASSET
DATA OVER COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORKS FOR DAMAGE AVOIDANCE
AND MAPPING

recall of buried asset data on a mobile computing device

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

of disclosed concepts in a simpli?ed form that are further

[0001] Not Applicable.
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

[0002] Not Applicable.

SUMMARY

[0008]

A method and system that facilitates collection and

communicatively coupled with a communications network is
provided. This Summary is provided to introduce a selection

described below in the Detailed Description including the
drawings provided. This Summary is not intended to identify
key features or essential features of the claimed subject mat
ter. Nor is this Summary intended to be used to limit the

claimed subject matter’s scope.
[0009]

In one embodiment, a method for facilitating col

lection and recall of buried asset data on a mobile computing

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE OF
MATERIAL SUBMITTED ON A COMPACT DISC

[0003] Not Applicable.
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0004]

The technical ?eld relates generally to the identi?

device communicatively coupled with a communications net

work is provided that solves the above-described problems.
The mobile computing device transmits current position data
of the mobile computing device to a server via the commu

nications network, and receives, from the server via the com

munications network, a) buried asset data including depth
data and electrical signal data for one or more buried assets,

more speci?cally, to processes for utilizing buried asset data

wherein the buried asset data corresponds to the current posi
tion data, and b) a stored image of a physical area correspond

over telecommunications networks.

ing to the current position data, wherein the stored image

cation of buried assets (i.e., underground utility lines) and,

comprises one or more markings indicating a position of the
BACKGROUND

[0005] Utility lines, such as lines for telephones, electricity
distribution, natural gas, cable television, ?ber optics, Inter
net, traf?c lights, street lights, storm drains, water mains, and
wastewater pipes, are often located underground. Utility lines
are referred to as “buried as sets” herein. Consequently, before
excavation occurs in an area, especially an urban area, an

one or more buried assets. The mobile computing device

further displays the buried asset data from the server, and
reads a current image of the physical area from an optical
sensor of the mobile computing device. The mobile comput

ing device further displays the stored image overlaid onto the
current image, and determines that the stored image is aligned
within a margin of error with the current image.

excavator is typically required to clear excavation activities
with the proper authorities. The clearance procedure usually
includes contacting a central authority that in turn noti?es the

appropriate utility companies. Subsequently, each utility
company must perform a buried asset detection procedure,

which includes visiting the excavation site, detecting the rel
evant buried assets and physically marking the position of the
buried asset using temporary paint or ?ags. Upon completion
of this procedure by the appropriate utility companies, exca
vation can occur with the security that buried assets will not

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo

rated in and constitute a part of this disclosure, illustrate

various example embodiments. In the drawings:
[0011] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an operating environ
ment that supports a process for facilitating collection and
recall of buried asset data on a server communicatively

coupled with a communications network, according to an

be damaged.

example embodiment;

[0006] One of the problems that arise during buried asset
detection is the amount of time spent detecting the buried
asset. Usually, a technician visiting a proposed excavation
site is not provided with any position data, or only vague
position data as a starting point. Consequently, the technician
must perform time consuming sensing procedures on a large

[0012] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the data ?ow of the
process for facilitating collection and recall of buried asset

swath of land to detect the buried asset. This increases the
time and resources necessary to detect the buried asset.

Another problem with conventional buried asset detection is

the method by which buried asset data is conveyed. Typically,
a technician marks the positions of buried assets using tem

porary paint and/or ?ags at the proposed excavation site.
These surface markings, however, were designed to remain
only for a short period of time. Consequently, after the surface
markings have been erased or removed, buried asset detection
must be performed again, if the need arises in the future. This
is wasteful and redundant.
[0007] Therefore, a need exists for improvements over the
prior art, and more particularly for methods and systems that
expedite the buried asset detection process for excavation

sites, while reducing waste and redundancy.

data, according to an example embodiment;
[0013]

FIG. 3 is a ?ow chart of a method for facilitating

collection and recall of buried asset data on a server commu

nicatively

